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list of confused drug names institute for safe medication Mar 31

2024 july 26 2023 ismp s list of confused drug names contains look

alike and sound alike lasa name pairs of medications that have

been published in the ismp medication safety alert acute care the

ismp medication safety alert community ambulatory care and the

fda and ismp lists of look alike drug names with recommended tall

man letters

what are look alike sound alike drugs and how to avoid a Feb 28

2024 they re called look alike sound alike drugs or lasa drugs for

short they can be concerning for you and for your pharmacist or

healthcare providers if they are mixed up here s what is important

about lasa drugs and how to protect yourself

updated ismp list of often confused drug names now available Jan

29 2024 july 27 2023 the institute for safe medication practices

ismp has revised its list of drug names that are often confused

including look alike and sound alike name pairs more than 80

name pairs have been added since the last version

ismp s list of confused drug names psnet Dec 28 2023 drug name

confusion can easily lead to medication errors and the ismp has

recommended interventions such as the use of tall man lettering in

order to prevent such errors an error due to sound alike



medications is discussed in this ahrq webm m commentary free full

text pdf save to your library print

confused drug names mpr Nov 26 2023 this list of confused drug

names which includes look alike and sound alike name pairs

consists of those name pairs that have been published in the

institute for safe medication

medication safety for look alike sound alike medicines Oct 26 2023

look alike sound alike lasa medicines are known contributors to

drug errors this report discusses how name and label similarities

degrade care and the actions organizations and individual

practitioners can take to mitigate the potential of lasa medication

errors that cause harm

medication safety for look alike sound alike medicines Sep 24

2023 look alike sound alike lasa medicines are a well recognized

cause of medication errors that are due to orthographic look alike

and phonetic sound alike similarities between medicines which can

be confusing

patient safety solution look alike sound alike medication names

Aug 24 2023 patient safety solution look alike sound alike

medication names 23 february 2021 technical document download

658 3 kb



medication errors related to look alike sound alike drugs Jul 23

2023 medication errors related to look alike sound alike drugs how

big is the problem and what progress is being made tricia a meyer

pharmd ms fashp russell k mcallister md fasa pdf share

background administering the wrong medication is one of the most

feared complications in any field of medicine

adopt strategies to manage look alike and or sound psnet Jun 21

2023 minimizing look alike sound alike medication risk is a

universal need across health care this story highlights a primary

prevention tool that lists problematic drug names

look alike sound alike drugs trigger dangers nbc news May 21 2023

pharmacy technicians are most often involved in look alike sound

alike errors with about 38 percent implicated in initial reports

according to the pharmacopeia report they were followed

list of look alike sound alike lasa drug names 2022 vchca Apr 19

2023 list of look alike sound alike lasa drug names 2022 look alike

sound alike drug can be confused with strategies to improve safety

anticoagulant sodium citrate solution anticoagulant citrate dextrose

solution formula a acd a products are stored separately acd a is

restricted for use in plasmapheresis only

adopt strategies to manage look alike and or sound alike Mar 19



2023 prebuild order sets with the drug s indication to guide the

prescriber s selection among problematic look alike and or sound

alike medication names e g hydr oxy zine for pruritus hydr alazine

for hypertension

prevention strategies to identify lasa errors building and Feb 15

2023 look alike sound alike lasa me caused by the phonetic

orthographic similarity between the names of some medications

may have undesirable or adverse effects especially in chronic

polymedicated patients for instance the united states pharmacopeia

recorded 26 604 lasa errors between 2003 and 2006 through

spontaneous notifications

the problem of look alike sound alike name errors drivers Jan 17

2023 pdf tools share abstract look alike or sound alike lasa

medication names may be mistaken for each other e g

mercaptamine and mercaptopurine if an error of this sort is not

intercepted it can reach the patient and may result in harm

fda name differentiation project fda u s food and drug Dec 16 2022

starting on the left side of a drug name tml highlights the

differences between similar drug names by capitalizing dissimilar

letters e g vinblastine versus vincristine and cisplatin versus

look alike sound alike drugs a literature review on causes Nov 14



2022 the institute for safe medication practices ismp maintains a

list of look alike and sound alike drugs and the joint commission

mandates that hospitals have systems for preventing these errors

as part of its national patient safety goals

look alike sound alike drug names pharmacy times Oct 14 2022

drug name confusion is common with many medications here are a

couple of recent reports involving look alike and or sound alike

drug names reported to the institute for safe medication practices

medication errors reporting program ismp merp the table lists the

confused drug names reported to the ismp merp from july through

september 2010

drugs and inhalants cnb Sep 12 2022 4 methylmethcathinone

commonly known as mephedrone was listed as class a controlled

drugs in the first schedule of the misuse of drugs act on 15

november 2010 also known as mephedrone bubbles mcat snow

and meow description mephedrone is a stimulant drug derived from

cathinone which is a class a controlled drug
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